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Leadership and Power

Leadership • Getting others to do what you want them
to do, whether it is something they want
to do or not

• Lots of strategies
• Three basic mechanisms
• You are/ will be leading lots of different
kinds of people

• Some are motivated by what motivates
you and some not like you

• Understanding across types helps
develop a great team and get the job
done.

Three kinds
Position power
Based on title and role status
Directing/ brings compliance
Necessary in dangerous situations

®

Expert power
Based on knowledge and skills
Educating/ brings agreement
® Personal power
Based on identification, liking, respect
®

Motivating/ brings cooperation.

(Almost) nobody anymore likes Position
power, though it is the easiest for
inexperienced leader to leverage. You
are encouraged to develop Expert and

Understanding the Generations
•

Tend to carry culturally influenced

1

perspectives from that time

•

X

NeXt

2

3

4

No one asked to be raised like that

Not stereotypes or over generalizations

•

Based on Modal data and Trends

•

Typical/ Normative generational traits

•

Doesn’t perfectly describe everyone

•

Major shifts between groups

•

A starting place for understanding self and others

•
•

Boomers

The products of our times

•

•

Traditionals

“Intra-cultural anthropology”

Workplace 2018 and beyond

Changing roles/ status of women in the workplace across generations.

Duty / disc
Traditionals

® Sacrifice

®

Duty

®

Discipline

®

Sacrifice

® Conformity

“Lay-away”

®

Formality

® Stability

"Don’t buy

®

Position
power

® Delay

Indiv needs not
very important
® Thrift

what you want
today…”
Sacrifice/ thrift

® Good

days?

old

Traditionals

Boomers

Boomers are not Traditionals

Traditionals

Boomers

Majority of Boomers
had a Mom at home

Traditionals

Social

•

Conflict averse?

•

Changed the world!

•

Friendly

•

All right there

•

Mission/ Big picture

•

Invested

•

Polite?

•

Important

•

Intrusive

•

•

•

Interpersonal
warm-up

Might be slow to
offer critical
feedback

Strong professional
identity

•

May live to work

•

Might be sensitive to
criticism

•

Talk about mission

•

Feedback seeking
skills.

•

Link tasks to goals.

•

•

•

Collaborate,
don’t befriend
Personal
power.

Boomers

X

• A unique, changing time for both children and adults
• Negative cultural narratives about kids as social roles changed
• “Zero population growth”

Generation X
A time of “low child
popularity’. Social roles and
possibilities were changing so
quickly, kids were “advertised”
in the cultural narrative as an
impediment to adults’ growth.
(Today children are largely
seen as a manifestation of
their parent’s growth.)

•

•

•

•

•

More skeptical, cautious

•

All data/ no faith

•

Expert power

Generation X

Traditionals

Boomers

X

More independent

•

Self-sufficient

•

May silo

Scrappy, tough, adaptable

•

May be blunt

•

Don’t mind feedback

Pragmatic

•

Remember mission..

•

Brainstorm

•

Follow-through

Advancement issues.

Traditionals

Boomers

X

NeXt

Kids get popular again!

Traditionals

Boomers

X

A Generational Shift
•

From the independent, adaptable,
pragmatic scrappers of Gen X

•

To the era of the wanted, precious,
protected, perfected child

•

Child centric families

•

Make them happy all the time

•

Disconnected reward from effort

•

Overrate skills/ underrate effort

•

Less work experience

•

May have difficulty disconnecting…

•

Different social skills

•

Very sensitive to criticism.

NeXt

How We Built Gen Next
• When Boomers became parents they reacted to the
Traditional parenting they received

• Critical- we always could have done better
• Distant- not our buddies
• Physical- they would hit us
• Authoritarian- their way or….
• New model informed by the Human Potential
Movement

• New child-centric families
• Parents less authority figures
• More friends/ facilitators
• The Self-esteem experiment
“If we tell them how great they are and praise them for
everything they do, will all of their gifts be revealed?”

Helicopters,
Snowplows,
and Bulldozers:
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BY MARK TAYLOR

MENTION PARENTS TO ADMINISTRATORS, STAFF, OR
FACULTY AT MOST COLLEGES TODAY, AND YOU WILL
YEAR A LITANY OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT MONITORING, INTERFERENCE, AND DOWNRIGHT INTRUSION IN
THEIR WORK WITH STUDENTS. FROM ADMISSION AND
HOUSING THROUGH COURSE SELECTION, TO EMPLOYMENT AND STUDENT ORGANIZATION INVOLVEMENT,
PARENTS ARE INSERTING AND ASSERTING THEMSELVES
LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
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Managing
students’
parents

“Most colleges are seriously out
of step with the real world in
getting students ready to
become workers in the postcollege world”.
Though many workplaces have
unrealistic expectations for the
ability of new workers to step
into the roles of retiring Baby

More companies are involving parents,
especially those who want to recruit and
retain the most qualified NeXters.
Employers
Graduates
Assessments of
College
Graduates’
Skills:
% reporting
“well prepared”
in each area
Hart Research
for AACU 2016

Boomers, and an unwillingness
to develop new employees.

Why they will save us all
Comfortable with/ value diversity
Value fairness and human rights
“Everyone is entitled to..”
Alert to aggressions
Will defend others
Purposeful- interested in social change
Want to be involved in something
important
Want to change the world for the better
But may not know how
Talk about the good your organization
does
How does your organization help the world
Connect with their sense of mission and
interest in social change.

Not used to being told what to do
(less working experience)

Positive atmosphere

Supervising NeXt

•

Be positive about the organization and the
mission, especially if you are a boss

•

A kinder/ gentler workplace

May resent being directed
Overrate skills/ underrate effort required
Will need lots of direction and correction

•

Sensitive to criticism
Not used to producing for others

Not “lots of praise”

•

Appreciation

May expect to be thanked and
appreciated
May be easily threatened

•

May need a safe space

•

Ageist, sexist, racist, political, non-PC

•

But they will come around and be great
workers.

Gen NeXt Comes to Work
Hiring must be superfast
®

®

Research systems issues
®

®

Don’t assume they know…

“Easy to quit?”
®

®

Don’t assign past their competency

Defer rewards for three/ six months

Third Freshman Year
®

Manage transition to the workplace

®

Something between internship and full time.

•

“I like how you…”

Talk about what people are doing right
More appreciation than corrections

Be careful with criticism
“Praise publicly / correct privately”?

Ask “how is it that?”, not “why?”

Effective correction
1. Recognition of something good they have done/
expectation they have met
2. Feedback/ correction that relates to their goals/ our
goals
•

Make expectations very clear
®

®

Modify policies that promote failure

Plan to develop
®

®

Multiple approvals = kiss of death

Very specific

•

May be easily aggrieved

®

•

•

Alert to aggressions

Smile a lot

•

Very clear indication of what they need to do
differently and why

3. Assess ability and willingness
•

Can you do this?

•

Will you do this?

4. Expectation of success/ encouragement
•

You are going to do great!

For a preview of what the generation after
Generation NeXt looks like, check out this article.
®

Gone and
took duty
with them

®

Might help
us with right
incentives

®

Part time?

®

®

®

The team
builders who
see the big
picture
Collaborate,
don’t intrude
Just say when
you need to
say to Xers

®

®

The
independent
adaptable
pragmatic
scrappers
Be nice!

®

The new
generation of
workers

®

Next generation
of leaders…

®

Accept them

Think it through ® Develop them
® Don’t silo
® Talk about
®

®

Advancement?

mission!
®

We need them!

To access articles and resources
visit www.taylorprograms.com
For questions, additional
resources or information about
programs contact
Dr. Mark Taylor at
mark@taylorprograms.com

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/09/
has-the-smartphone-destroyed-a-generation/534198/

